Dear Students, Dear Colleagues,

for more than a month, we have taken a pleasant daily habit. To write you a short message.
Initially, the goal was to keep you updated on an emergency situation. A fast way for a personal communication.
The urgency is now decreasing and communications are becoming less punctual.
Many of you have thanked me for this initiative, which, in its simplicity, keeps us together.
The signals of appreciation that we receive are the reflection of a community that has shown to be united. Without controversy, sometimes with sense of humor, but always collaborative and proactive.

As well as the thousands of mails we have received on the mailbox monitoraggio@polimi.it
You have written to us your doubts, your observations, your proposals.
Today, more than ever, we are proud to be part of this community and we thank you for following us in a proactive way, taking all the opportunities offered and stimulating our actions.

This emergency has shown our best side. That of a university that is great even in small gestures.

With my best wishes,
Ferruccio Resta
Rector of the Politecnico di Milano